Chinese and Western Combinations
Aquarius (Tiger) Month
Combination with Rooster Year:
"Understood" Uranus, Air, Fixed
"Conquerer" Yang-Negative Metal
Characteristics: Candor, Dissipation, Humor,
Independence, Cruelty, Originality, Blind Faith,
Thoughtlessness, Chic, Tolerance, Bossiness,
Individuality,
Separateness,
Disobedience,
Conservatism, Enthusiasm, Neurosis, Vision,
Boastfulness, Charity, Eccentricity, Resilience,
Cockiness, Pedantry

This combination’s remote personality helps maintain not only an emotional balance
but also a more grounded emotional maturity. The detachment that is part of the
mental framework of an Aquarius is also useful in assisting them in not being clinging
and grasping relative to good luck and materialism. They are better able to let go and
to realize that what might happen next in the life cycle is ultimately not known to
anyone. The Aquarius-Rooster is another roller coaster combination. One never
knows if this individual will end up on the top or the bottom. This yo-yo masquerading
as life is eternal. It does not stop. In all of this there is hope, however. The Aquarius is
known for its clear vision and sharp mind. The qualities of the Aquarius help to rescue
the Rooster from possible ruin and disaster. The standoffish and lucid Aquarius might
be an unlikely hero but that is a distinct possibility. While not stoics, they do not put all
their emotional energy into one endeavor. Everyone has emotional and creative
enterprises but the wise person knows enough to have backups, alternatives and
variations. This combination is largely able to pull that balance off. The AquariusRooster knows that happiness is fleeting. They often cover up their true feelings with
decorations or distractions. Even though they love appearance, they are aware that it
is pretense and with this they have some issues. They also know that it will return if
lost. They are human, of course, and do not like failures, but they have a character
that refuses to submit. Something always lets them know that cloud nine is not of this
universe. Subsequently they have a happy and enthusiastic nature that they show
most of the world. Their scars and bad memories are not shared with the public.
Romance: What is desired by the Aquarius-Rooster is someone who can help them.
That is to say, this combination is self-interested. What they want might vary. It could
be security, emotional or physical assistance, money or enlightenment. Primarily they
want to be well taken care of on the home front so that they themselves can pursue
financial gain. They are wonderful and very desirable individuals and are sought by
many but held on by few and not interested with anyone who does not meet their
standards.

Relationships: Among those combinations that are not recommended for this
combination are Taurus, Leo and Scorpio-Rabbits. Strictly out of bounds are TaurusBoars. Snakes are a top of the line selection for Aquarius-Rooster individuals who are
seeking love. The best of the Snakes are Aries, Gemini, Libra or Sagittarius. Buffalos
are also good picks. Fantastic choices are Gemini, Libra or Sagittarius people.
Family Life: This combination totally and completely loves their children. That does
not imply that they like dirty diapers or enjoy being the local taxi. Love is there for
sure, but the way they show it is not by putting together toys or taking the children to
baseball practice. They will attend the games though. Home is terrifically significant to
the Aquarius-Rooster. The primary reason for this emphasis is that they hold it up as a
portrait of who they are. Consequently it will be in an upscale neighborhood, perhaps
a gated community. It will be safe and secure. The Aquarius-Rooster likes to make an
impression and their environment will be in accordance with this desire. They are not
in the least bit flamboyant and flashy but rather tasteful. They essentially view their
home as a refuge and do not like people coming by unannounced.
Likelihood: This combination’s brainpower can take them into virtually any profession
they choose and they will probably succeed there. They work hard for what they have
and for what they accomplish and it is virtually guaranteed that it will be plentiful. The
Aquarius-Rooster has great verbal skills and they will almost certainly ride them and
their other talents to success. They have a wonderful ability to persuade people. In
addition, they are kind and big-hearted. The Aquarius-Rooster is also very friendly and
easy to get along with. With some issues they need to be pushed a little as they are
prone to procrastination with chores like paper work. They can also overdo things in
regard to themselves resulting in some negativity.
Famous Aquarius/Roosters: Colette, Susan Sontag, Yoko Ono, Costa Gavras.

